The Pain of Quizbowl Past

by Eric Douglass

A note on this packet. I have been in college quizbowl since the fall of 1998. During those years, there have been many questions and events that have haunted me. Questions that cost me a tournament, questions that I screwed my team on, questions that sucked, and questions and events that generally caused me pain. With that, I have written tossups on answerlines that inflicted pain on me that I feel to this day. With these questions, I have tried to capture the flavor and even some of the same clues from those questions of years gone by. My pain will become your pain. Enjoy!

Trinity College in Connecticut hosts an annual competition of this type that focuses on firefighting. One show featuring this type of competition included a guy named Pulverizer Pete who operated hazards such as pistons and ramrods and was won by Minion, Diesector, and Son of Whyachi. The show featuring this type of competition was hosted by Sean Salisbury and Bill Dwyer. FIRST is a group that hosts competitions of this type. The show featuring this competition aired on Comedy Central, and included Bill Nye as a “technical expert.” For 10 points, what type of competition was featured on Battlebots?
ANSWER: Robot Wars

Note: One time, we played a tournament in which, for some reason, tie-breakers were formulated by some guy using a scoring system from robot competitions. It sucked. More on that here: http://www.hsquizbowl.org/forums/viewtopic.php?f=21&t=11183&p=213260&hilit=robotics#p213260

This event resulted in Tvrrdko carving its subject’s likeness into a Wroshyr tree. This event almost occurred due to frequent whippings by Nyclas, and it ultimately occurred as a result of the collision of Dobido and Sernpidal due to the employment of the Yo’gand’s Core tactic by the Yuuzhan Vong. This event resulted in Lumpawaroo and Lowbacca taking on a life debt, and it resulted in Anakin Solo’s alienation from his father, Han. For 10 points, name this event in which a noted Wookie ceased to exist.
ANSWER: The Death of Chewbacca

Note: My team lost CBI regionals in 2000 thanks to a tossup on Chewbacca on a clue about his death. Thanks CBI! 

This city is famous for having seven hills. A city in Oklahoma named for this city is widely viewed as the birthplace of Jim Thorpe. A movie about a historic event set in this city that starred Timothy Bottoms is entitled Operation Daybreak. The Non-Official Cover list is stolen from the American embassy in this city at the beginning of the first Mission: Impossible movie. Landmarks in this city include the Charles Bridge and Hradcany castle. For 10 points, name this capital of the Czech Republic. 
ANSWER: Prague

Note: In that same CBI regional match, I negged a tossup on Prague that began with the 7 hills clue. I said Cincinatti because, like many other major cities, it has seven hills too. Thanks CBI!

This man wrote a story in which the title character attempts to get rich by capturing thousands of geese by putting a giant net over a lake, causing the geese to fly away with him. This author of “How Sharp Snaffles Got His Capital and His Wife” wrote a novel in which Governor Charles Craven disguises himself as Gabriel Harrison and interacts with Sanutee, the chief of the title tribe. The first work of this man was a long poem entitled Monody, on the Death of Gen. Charles Cotesworth Pinckney. The editor of the Southern Quarterly Review,  this man wrote a diary of the burning of Columbia as well the novel Martin Faber. For 10 points, name this South Carolina author and secessionist who wrote historical novels such as The Yemassee.
ANSWER: William Gilmore Simms

Note: Once Simms came up at VCU Open and I negged it while moderator Cody Voight amusedly watched as I sputtered and stuttered in my distinct Southern way.

A group that spun off from this band released the single Sink or Swim from their album Never Cry Another Tear and was called Bad Lieutenant. Billy Corgan sang back up on their song “Turn My Way” on their 2001 album Get Ready. In Trainspotting, Diane sings a song by this band in the shower which notes, “Oh you’ve got blue eyes, oh you’ve got green eyes, oh you’ve got grey eyes.” Its founders included Peter Hook and Stephen Morris, and its formation followed the death of Ian Curtis. For 10 points, name this English rock band that was formed by the remaining members of Joy Division that was known for hits such as Bizarre Love Triangle and Blue Monday.
ANSWER: New Order

Note: My first ever college quizbowl loss came in a match in which our opponent (Kentucky) converted tossup 20, which was on New Order.

He met the best minds of his generation at Columbia University. This man was the narrator for the Burt Reynolds sitcom Evening Shade. He directed a movie based on a Chester Himes novel in which Harlem detectives Gravedigger Jones and Coffin Ed Johnson, engage in a chase in which the title commodity falls out of a meat truck, Cotton Comes to Harlem. He played a character that said, “He had me on the floor and had his mouth over my asshole!,” in a movie opposite Bruce Campbell in which this man played a nursing home resident who claimed he was JFK, Bubba-Ho Tep. With Ahmed Osman, this man delivered the eulogy at Malcolm X’s funeral.  In one movie, this man played the boyfriend of a character played by his real-life wife Ruby Dee. For 10 points, name this African-American actor who played the elderly Da Mayor in Do the Right Thing.
ANSWER: Ossie Davis

Note: In one ACF Regionals, the first clue said “He met the best minds of his generation at Columbia University.” I buzzed in and said Ginsberg, and the answer was Kerouac. Oh well.


This man caused a sensation at age four with his performance of Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto, and this man commissioned Bartok’s Sonata for Solo Violin. A student of Georges Enesco, and he and Benjamin Britten gave concerts for the recently liberated inmates of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. He and Ravi Shankar played a concert at the United Nations in 1967, and they released the album East Meets West. He opened a namesake school for gifted children in Surrey, England. For 10 points, name this Jewish American violin virtuoso.
ANSWER: Yehudi Menuhin

Note: Some staffer at the 1999 NAQT Conference Championships at Florida wouldn’t give me credit on a Yehidi Menuhin question because I pronounced it “Menu-in,” whereas he said it should be pronounced “Menu-hen.” Whatevs.

Two Answers Required: 

One of these things was originally going to star Eddie Murphy as a college professor, but he left this project to star in The Golden Child. The other of these things is controlled by the Altitude and Articulation Control Subsystem. One of these things includes a character who is treated for the tearing of the middle meningeal artery after another character prevents the evacuation of the epidural hematoma. That thing includes a character who uses the insult “A double dumbass on you!” In a 1977 SNL sketch called Next Week In Review, it is noted that, in response to the other of these things, intelligent life elsewhere sent a message stating, “Send More Chuck Berry.” That one of these things took the pale blue dot photograph. For 10 points, name this space probe that entered interstellar space in 2012 and this movie, in which Kirk, Spock, and company go back in time to save some whales. 
ANSWER: 2 answers required: Voyager and Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home

Note: A teammate at a juniorbird we played in in 1998 negged a Voyager 1 question by saying, “Star Trek IV…..WITH THE WHALES!!!”

Jack Kemp and William Bennett were two of the few prominent Republicans to oppose this law, with Kemp telling a hostile audience at the Nixon Library, “....don’t ask me to defend something that’s fundamentally flawed.” Originally introduced by Dick Mountjoy, one candidate used this law to defeat Kathleen Brown. Gray Davis halted attempts to enforce this law, which was promoted by Pete Wilson. Sometimes known as the Save Our State, or SOS, initiative, this law is credited in part with turning California into a decidedly blue state. For 10 points, name this 1994 ballot initiative that attempted to prevent undocumented immigrants from getting access to state services in California.
ANSWER: Proposition 187

Note: This is the first vulch neg I ever experienced. My teammate on a PBS tv show in South Carolina called Piedmont Quizbowl vulched on a question on Prop 187 and said Prop 209 instead.

It was first seen on network television on the Geraldo Rivera hosted show Good Night America. Marilyn Sitzman was on hand to assist its creator due to his vertigo. Freddy Prinze watched this thing frequently prior to his suicide, and its creator wept while discussing it at the trial of Clay Shaw. Don Hewitt ordered Dan Rather to go to its creators home and “sock him in the jaw” in order to obtain it. An issue of Life Magazine that featured a black box on its cover included 30 frames of it. For 10 points, name this motion picture that shows the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
ANSWER: Zapruder Film

Note: Once I got negged for pronouncing it “Zabruder” at the same tournament that the Yehidi Menuhin tossup came up. 

One commercial for this chain features Richard Dean Anderson shooting a proton laser in honor of this chain’s 20th anniversary. One commercial for this chain features Chris Kattan telling a group of children about the origin of Brownie Butter Milkshakes. This chain is the sponsor of the Heart of Dallas Bowl, and it recently aired a commercial featuring fried pickles that grew on vines. This chain markets itself as “The Official Chickin of Sports Fanz,” and its recent commercials have featured Calvin Johnson trading one of their sandwiches for a t-shirt cannon. For 10 points, name this regional fast-food restaurant known for its Kickin’ Chicken sandwiches and Zalads. 
ANSWER: Zaxby’s

Note: Although I still eat at Zaxby’s on occasion and enjoy it, I am pretty sure my food poisoning that caused me to miss the 2002 ACF Regionals in Chattanooga was a result of eating at Zaxby’s.

